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Chapter: 1966
After the voice fell, his figure had disappeared, and the speed was extremely
fast, even if it was a master of Innate Realm Dzogchen, it was difficult to
see his outline in a haste.
But for Lin Ziming, it is naturally impossible to see clearly.
He also squinted his eyes slightly, almost when Shangguan Rufeng made a
move, he also moved, and his right foot retreated a step back, avoiding
Shangguan Rufeng’s attack, and then counterattacked.
It has to be said that although this Shangguan Rufeng is very arrogant, but
the strength is really good, it can be said that since Lin Ziming’s debut, in
addition to the master of the gods, he has encountered the most powerful
opponent.
With a bang, as soon as they faced each other, a strong impact erupted from
between them, directly overturning the wooden house.
And the house still didn’t collapse, there were two figures, rushing out of the
house, extremely fast, like two lightning bolts.
When they rushed out, they had already done more than a hundred moves,
and there was a constant bang, bang, sonic boom, and great movement.
And this movement immediately alarmed the other people around, and they
all gathered around.
“What’s the situation with this movement? Could it be that these beasts
from the Sun Moon God Sect came to the door?!”
“Go and see!!”
“Oh my god, this powerful aura collision, it’s not Ashura who hit the door in
person!”
“This is going to be over, is our Nuwa Sect really going to perish?!”
Many female disciples of Nüwazong thought it was the Sun Moon God Sect
who came to the door, and they were all wailing and panicking.
However, at this moment, two women clearly saw Lin Ziming and
Shangguan Rufeng who were fighting. They were stunned for a moment,
and then quickly screamed, “Look! It’s not the Sun Moon God Sect but Lin
Instructor and Lord Shangguan!”
“What? Let me see…”
“It’s really the two of them…”
“Strange, how did the two of them fight?”
They found that Lin Ziming and Shangguan Rufeng were fighting, and they
both relaxed. But soon, they also felt very strange. Why did Lin Ziming and
Shangguan Rufeng both fight?
Moreover, the damage caused by the two super powers was too great, and it
won’t take long for this place to be leveled.
At this moment, Lin Ziming and Shangguan Rufeng had already made
thousands of moves. Their speed was extremely fast. Even the innate realm
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master’s eyesight could not see the trajectory between them, which was very
terrifying.
At this moment, Tian Xuanzi finally rushed to the scene. Seeing this scene,
she frowned and rushed over, “Stop it!”
Lin Ziming saw the arrival of Tianxuanzi, and began to stop, giving
Tianxuanzi this face.
Originally, he and Shangguan Rufeng had no grievances, and there was no
need to fight for life and death. Moreover, through the fight just now, he
could also see that although the opponent said that he had a half-step pass
through the gods, his strength was not as good as that of him. The opponent,
as long as he is willing, can quickly defeat the opponent.
It’s just that the other party is from Nüwazong. He is still a guest of
Nüwazong. As a guest’s basic etiquette, he naturally won’t slap Nuwazong
in the face so easily.
However, he stopped, but the other party didn’t stop. Instead, he increased
his strength and launched a more severe attack on him, which made him a
little annoyed.
And at this time, Tian Xuanzi had already rushed over, and in a hurry, Tian
Xuanzi caught Shangguan Rufeng’s palm, spouted a mouthful of blood, and
was about to fall off the cliff. Lin Ziming shot in time and hugged her in the
air. .
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